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Communication with the environment – animals and plants

by Chrys Vrajitoru, 
Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania

Everything that is alive communicates something.

Animals communicate with one another by sounds or gestures (moving tails,

ears,  showing  teeth,  rising  to  appear  taller,  laying  down  to  surrender  and  avoid

conflict, blinking or closing eyes as a sign of non-aggression) for various purposes: to

warn of danger, to threaten, to impose dominance over territory, food or partners, to

express fear, pain or desire, to invite to play, to offer comfort. Either on land, in air or

in water, animals have found ways to communicate. For example, one study found

that blue whales produce different patterns of pulses, tones and pitches depending on

where they're from. Some bird species are the same way.

Animals not  only communicate  within the same species,  but  also  with other

species  as  well,  for  the  same  reasons.  One  study  suggested  that  the  reason

Madagascan spiny-tailed iguanas have well-developed ears -- despite the fact that

they  don't  communicate  vocally  --  is  so  they  can  hear  the  warning  calls  of  the

Madagascan paradise flycatcher. The two species have nothing in common except for

the fact that they share a general habitat and raptors like to snack on them. So when

an iguana hears a bird raise the alarm among other birds, it likely knows to be on alert

for incoming predators, too.

Domestic  animals  have  learned  to  communicate  with  human  beings  too,
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understanding the meaning of some words. 

Stanley  Coren,  a  psychologist  who  has  performed  a  significant  amount  of

research on the subject of dog intelligence, suggests that average trained dogs know

about 160 words. Some dogs even show a vocabulary as vast as a human toddler's.

Since at least the 1970s, when researchers successfully trained chimpanzees to

use and read words in sign language, we have known that language, in a loose sense

of the term, is not unique to humans. Animals have the brain power to understand

human language and use their own languages in surprisingly profound ways. 

Cats  understand  more  than  30  words,  but  the  way  they  communicate  relies

mostly on the tone of  voice.  The majority  of  vocalizations  cats  make are  around

humans,  not  around  other  cats  –  and  this  makes  them  better  at  understanding

communication with human beings.

Parrots can imitate human speech, but they have also been observed to use

words  creatively.  According  to  a  study  in  the  journal Language  Sciences  this

demonstrates a more complex understanding of the environment.

A parrot named Alex created new word labels for objects by combining words

he already knew.  For  example,  he called  a  juicy  red apple,  which appeared to

remind him of bananas and cherries, a "banerry".

His  ability  to  communicate  was

obviously  more  than  mimicry  is

generally  defined  as  mindless

repetition,  proving  that  a  parrot  can

actually  have a mental  understanding

of  the  meaning  of  words  and  also

compose a new word starting from an

undefined notion.

27-year-old Alex was trained with two human speakers to comprehend and

label objects, colours, shapes and quantities.

Alex learned over 100 terms, so he could ask for his favourite foods and toys.
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Another interesting story about birds communicating with humans: an eight-

year old girl from Seattle USA began feeding the crows in the family's garden. The

child  started  getting  gifts  from  the  crows  such  as Lego  pieces,  beads,  paper

clips.buttons, and pieces of foam. Her favorite gift of all is a pearl colored heart;

she said, “It’s showing me how much they love me.” The birds recognized her and

started waiting for her school bus every day, in return bringing small objects as

gifts. This went on for many years and still happens nowadays.

Not only animals communicate, but plants too.

Plants communicate by scent and color, attracting or repelling insects, but also

by chemicals they send through the ground, from their roots. 

The scent attracts insects that will eat the pests currently munching on their

plant-bodies.  For  instance,

the  wild  tobacco  plant  can

identify  a  hornworm

caterpillar  by  its  saliva.

When  attacked  by  this

caterpillar, the tobacco plant

emits a chemical signal that
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appeals to the insect’s enemies. Within hours, caterpillar predators like the big-eyed

bug show up, ideally driving the pest away.

Sometimes plants respond to another plant’s SOS cry by ramping up their own

defenses proactively, knowing that a

hungry  insect  is  nearby.  48  studies

support the idea that plants increase

their  defenses  after  their  neighbors

are  damaged.  For  instance,  when

wounded by a hornworm, sagebrush

releases  defensive  proteins  called

trypsin proteinase inhibitors (TPIs), which prevent the insect from digesting protein

and stunt its growth. When neighboring plants—even other species—are exposed

to the chemical signals of damaged sagebrush, they begin readying their defenses.

Wild tobacco, scientists found, begins prepping to make these TPIs when it senses

a distress  call  from sagebrush,  giving it  a  head start  on  defending itself  if  the

caterpillar comes calling.

Plants compete with each other for sunlight, jostling for position among their

neighbors.  They  also  can  push  out  competition  in  other  ways.  The  invasive

knapweed plant has roots that release certain chemicals to help the plant take in

nutrients from the soil. Those same chemicals also kill off native grasses. Thus, the

knapweed ends up taking over large territories and killing off its competitors, much

like some animals do. Some plants, however, have formed a defense. Lupin roots
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secrete oxalic acid, which forms a defense against the toxic chemicals given off by

knapweed.

Experiments  showed that  sibling  plants  recognize  each other  via  chemical

signals and support each other by nutrients, just as trees support their offsprings by

sending them sugars through roots. 

Studies showed that plants are able to recognize human beings (the person

who waters them more often or the person who is aggressive and destroys them). 

Human beings  can communicate  with  nature  and animals  in  a  positive or

negative way. 

We need to understand that we are part of nature and we depend on the ecosystem,

so we can choose to communicate only by positive actions, without destroying,

disregarding or diminishing the importance of life around us. The quality of our life

is in direct connection with the quality of how we choose to relate to nature and the

environment, what we decide to communicate by our actions and our daily attitude.

Any form of life needs warmth, water, light, nutrients, freedom to grow and to be

surrounded by positive intent. Being aware of the importance of communication

with nature is  a  basic need to respect  life  in its  diversity,  in whatever form of

existence. 
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Communication with Dolphins

Presentation by the Bulgarian team
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PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

presentation by the Catalan team

Everybody speaks about peace, but do we really know what this word really means? Probably there 
are as many definitions as we are in the group; we have heard about it in the news programmes, on 
TV and also those close to us have spoken to us about its meaning.
We understand peace as the opposite of violence, war or conflicts. In our everyday life we should 
avoid behaving wrongly because many of our wrong acts end up in conflicts.

JOURNALIST OF KINDNESS

These are some good actions towards the others observed for a week in our school
Action

Helping someone to understand something

Picking up a pencil case from the floor

Cleaning the corridor

Helping someone with homework
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A girl is angry and another one helps her to keep 
calm and solve her conflict

A girl didn’t have any drink and the other gave her 
some.

Sharing a laptop

Sharing a Sandwich.

Helping someone not to fall down the stairs.
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Games that improve cooperation in Erasmus activities

presentation by Luís Araújo and Vitor Martinho , school counselors, 

Portugal
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Original stories written by students

An Adventurous Trip

by Cosmina Tifoi, 7th grade, Romania

One summer day, I was selected to go with my classmates to France and Japan.

I went home and I packed my bags. 

First, we visited France. I was amazed by the Eiffel tower and France culture.

I started taking pictures of the tower, when I noticed the group had gone. I was desperate to

realize I was lost from them. I started asking around, when I suddenly met one of my uncles. 

“Hello uncle!”

“Hello, niece! What are you doing alone in France?”

“I'm on a school trip with my classmates, but I got lost.”

“What do you mean, you got lost?”

“I was supposed to find them at the souvenir shop, but I don't know where that is.”

“It's right around the corner.”

“Thank you.”

I found the group around the corner. The teacher was worried that I was lost.

Then we went to Japan. When I got off the plane I was happy because I was looking forward

to visiting Japan. We stayed in a hotel. When everybody was asleep, I went outside for a walk.

Suddenly, I heard footsteps in the dark and I started running, thinking it was a ghost.

“What are you doing here outside at this hour?” I heard someone speak.

It was the teacher who had come to find me.

“I wanted to see the city.”

“We'll see it tomorrow in daylight. Let's go back now.”

It was a trip full of adventures.

I got out of those situations only because I communicated with people.
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Frozen Egypt

by George Puriciuc, 8th grade 
Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania

One rainy day in London, detective Jack was coming home from work. He found a letter

asking him to solve the mystery of the frost from the desert. He wondered if it was real and realized

it had to be a serious matter. The next day, he packed his bag and started his journey. It took nine

hours to reach the desert. It was indeed freezing: -20 degrees Celsius. He couldn't figure out why.

He went to a village in the desert, asking the people there what was happening. One old man that

the villagers considered a wizard had a son who remembered about a strange place that his father

used to take him when he was a child. 

The  detective  went  there  and found a  map.  He followed  the  map and  arrived  at  three

mountains covered by snow. In a cave he found a book with magic spells to go back in time. He

spoke the  magic  words  and suddenly  a  rotating  light  appeared  in  front  of  him,  colored  like a

rainbow. The next moment he found himself in Egypt 2000 years before. There was no snow, but an

infernal heat.

He started walking through the desert, until he found the pyramids. There was a crowd of

agitated people and he saw the queen Cleopatra. He wanted to ask the queen what was happening,

but the guards told him he would become food for crocodiles if he got any closer. Then he heard

someone speak about a secret room under the pyramid. 

The detective went to that room and found an inventor that the queen had ordered to build a

time machine. There was a tunnel under the pyramid and three skeletons with a book. The skeletons

had been inventors who hadn't been able to build the time machine. They had written a book of

inventions, among which there was a machine that could freeze the desert. 

In the room, the old inventor was building the machine. The detective rushed with a metal

bar to stop the machine. He pushed a button and the machine exploded. Then the police came and

arrested him, but he had learned Egyptian language, so he explained everything, and then they let

him go.

He returned to his job, happy to be free again. He realized if he wanted to be a hero, he had

to take risks and also know how to learn to communicate in any language, with people from any era.
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A day of my life

by Vladimir  Kovachev
YordanYovkov  Primary School

Varna, Bulgaria

Hi. I`m Vladimir a 5th grader.I want to tell you how I felt good and proud of

myself.

It happened in summer. My friends and I were playing football in the park.

The sun was shining and there were many people there. Two old women were

walking nearby when one of them dropped her purse. She didn’t notice it and went

on. I picked it up, ran after her and gave it to her. She was really surprised and very

happy because that was all her money. Well, she treated me with an ice cream. I

felt happy. 

 I think it isn’t difficult to be happy - you don’t need to be a hero. Just make

someone else happy. It could be just giving a smile.

Helping hand

by Daria Dimitrova  6th grade
YordanYovkov Primary School

Varna, Bulgaria

There is  a  girl  in  my class -  Iskra  who is  a  really  slow learner.  She had
difficulties in almost all of the subjects. Every day she comes to school without
homework because she can`t do it. There isn’t anybody at home who can help her
or perhaps her parents don’t have time. I don’t know. 

When  we  start  to  check  homework  Iskra  is  always  ashamed  of  herself.
Everybody starts laughing and it  takes time when the teacher calms everybody
down.

Last week in a break I sat next to Iskra and offered her help. We started doing
homework together. Iskra smiled for the first time. I also smiled.
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True friends

by Nadezhda Milkova  6th grade
YordanYovkov Primary School 

Varna , Bulgaria

My classmates have always been friendly. Till last September when Hristo

arrived. From the beginning, he behaved badly to shy and quiet children in the

class. But the worst was his attitude towards Jasen. Hristo bullied him, called him

names  and  even  made  up  stories  with  him.  Jasen  lived  with  his  poor  and  ill

grandmother and didn’t argue with anyone. He was always calm and upset.

One day just before Christmas holidays we had Computer studies. Hristo was

very excited and broke the mouse of one of the computers. As usual he decided to

make fun with Jasen and told him: ”Hey, why did you break the mouse?”  “I didn’t

do it ” replied  Jasen. “ You will tell the teacher it was your fault otherwise you will

be sorry”. Jasen was quiet. As usual.

The  teacher  came,  saw  the  broken  mouse  and  asked  who  did  it.  Hristo

answered:” Jasen did it”.

I felt sorry for him and said : “No, I did it”. Suddenly some of my classmates

repeated my words: “I did it”, “I did it”, “No, I did it”. 

Then my teacher said : “ There is a camera in this room and we are going to

find out who did it.”

Hristo  got nervous. The teacher continued : “Hristo, is there anything you

want to tell me?”

Hristo`s parents  paid for the broken mouse. I  hope Jasen felt better because

he found out he had friends he can rely on.
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Essays from students

Communication in the past and now 

What is  communication?
This is a way of conveying information through words and gestures to other people.
Communication has been changing for ages. It is the oldest social process. People communicate
since  they  started  living  in  the  groups.  People  had  to  communicate  in  order  to  exchange
information.
PAST
People  used  to  communicate  through  couriers.  They  were  sending  news  to  other  humans.
Sometimes they were even walking a few days to deliver information.
Some people used a smoke signal to show that something happened or to show their place of
staying. To do it they had to kindle the bonfire. Later, other humans were able to see them.
The writing was another way of exchange information. A person who would like to send a message
was writing on the clay slate. 
Face to face is the most common communication idea. In the past and now people were and are
using this method and it is irreplaceable!
NOW
Nowadays we have much more ways of conveying messages.
We have a mobile phone which we can send messages and picture. Most people have a TV. We can
use it to see the news. The computer can connect to another computer.This is an easy way of
conversation.
Humans are also using a radio for listening and talk to another people.   
Leters are sent for to inform a person that he pays a bill or pays for the water, Internet. I also use
some  leters to send holidays picture to my friends.

Communication in the past was hard and long. Today we can converse with another people by only
clicking the screen. I prefar these times!

Jakub Lomber
Class 6c, Poland
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Differences between communication in ancient civilizations and modern times.

Communication  in  ancient  civilizations  looked  very  different  from  what  it  has
become now. Our first form of communication is spoken language. The very first way
that people used to exchange information was speaking or shouting. If the distance was
too big to shout, they would send someone, for example, a message man, to repeat it.
Later people started using messenger hawks and pigeons after they mastered writing. 

At  first,  a  very  popular  form  of  writing  was  carving  words  on  stone  or  clay.
However,  it  wasn't  an  efficient  way  of  sending  messages  across  longer  distances
because the pillars  were too heavy to  carry across the country.  Then papyrus  was
introduced, as a portable writing material, ideal to travel with. A different way of a very
simple communication were smoke signals used by American Indians, that were only
capable of conveying very limited pre-arranged signals, such as 'danger' or 'victory'. For
a very long time, people would find different forms of writing and sending messages.
When first post offices were introduced, people had no idea when or if the letter was
going to reach its destination. No one would travel too far away from their birthplace, so
there rarely was a person willing to transfer a letter. It was like that until American post
offices became a big deal and started working on a greater scale.

Before the telegraph and telephone, the fastest way to communicate were letters.
Since the invention of both these things, we started improving faster than ever, creating
more  complicated  and  advanced  ways  of  communicating  such  as  texting  and  the
internet.

In modern days the most popular way of communication is texting, that works on
great distances and exchanges the information almost immediately through satellites.
Our mobile devices give us a reliable way of communicating, no matter where we are.
Unlike letters, we can edit our messages and delete them if we make a mistake, we get
our replies faster than ever. The telephone works on a worldwide scale, so we can talk
to  our  friends  in  different  countries  or  even  continents.  Different  alphabets  and
languages are still being used across the world, just like in the ancient times. We've
made great  progress since the  beginning of  humanity,  inventing different  and more
efficient ways to exchange information, creating things as complicated as the internet. I
believe that we'll develop even greater technological ways, just like we made impossible
at first things such as telephone work. The progress we're making is bigger than ever
and if we keep on inventing, the unbelievable may come true sooner than we think.

Emilia Bastek, Poland
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Comunication: Ancient times VS Today

Today, communication is dominated by smart phones, Facebook and Skype™.  But, 
in ancient times, the communication was different than today. 
Firstly, there wasn’t  any smart phones in ancient times. People communicated by 
talking. And in Greece there was democracy without Diet1 or senate. People went to 
square and talked about Greece. But every silver has it’s gold meaning. How did they 
call fire brigade if a building was burning? By the way, was there any fire brigade?
But today, we’re using smart phones and phones a lot. Sometimes too much. And if 
building is burning, we’re simply typing 112. Moreover, we can play computer games 
on smart phones, or take photos, or talk with others on chat, and so on and so forth…
In my humble opinion, all communication types has positive and negative features. 
But, I have some tips for you:

1. Don’t use phone too much. Also talk with others without using phone.
2. Call 112 if there are:

a.Burning building
b.Robbery
c.Ill person

3. Read books to improve dictionary in your head.
4. Look at the landscape. Even through window.
5. If weather is suitable, go outdoor and play. Or go cycling?
6. Invite your friends and play! Maybe hide-and-seek?
7. Play computer games! Be happy!
8. Also play board games. „Monopoly” or „Scotland Yard”?

Jan „Jacie_krece” Chudzikowski, 6A

Poland

1
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Communication in the Past and Present

I  think in the past it used to be better, because there was less power consumption.

There were no addictions, there used to be no phones, tablets, computers, etc. People

had  more  working  time  and  then  there  was  no  so-called  "ADDICTIONS  TO

CONTEMPORARY DEVICES". In the past there were no cars, but what would it be like

now would be a lot of accidents. I would prefer ancient times. But everyone probably

has a phone or a computer in these times. In these times with phones etc. there are

many accidents and addictions.  More than one person per  ten can not  live without

computer. Accidents happen all the time (people are dying) because they looked at the

phone for  example while  driving a car.I  personally  saw when someone walked and

looked at the phone and passed a little from the car. But that is only my opinion, 

Denis Lysko 

Class
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Communication in the past and at present times

Communication is the process of passing information and thoughts. 
Nowadays there are a lot of sorts of communication. For example:

•    Face to face is a direct way of communication. It has been using from the
past times until these days.
•    In indirect ways like talking on phone, via computer programs, forums and
other. People convey information through sending messages, telephone calls or
by using different types of phone apps which help us exchange news.
 Information is coming to us also  by television or  a radio. 

When something is happening in the world we just know it in a few seconds!!!
This protects victims and let people all over the world react quickly to help
them.
 The less  popular  but  still  existing  type  of  conveying  news are
newspapers and magazines. Old people remember the time when it was the
most popular way of communicating. 
 The next less and less popular are letters but the post offices are
still  working  Younger  generation  changes  letters  to  computers  and
phones. Nowadays people make bank transfers and payments through the
Internet. 

But, you may ask, how it was in the past? How our grandparents and older people
communicated? 
I am going to tell you.

First they were communicating face to face - talking or by gestures - showing.
When it comes to the far distance they used smoke signals to inform others that
something is happening. 

People used to send their runners to other people for sending messages but only
rich people could afford this.  There wasn't  only one runner,  there  were a  lot  of
because of long 'message distances'. Later, they started using drawings. People drew
on the walls  different  signs to show what they hunted for or  did.  Then pictures
transmitted into words. First words were not really developed but people were able
to read them.

Summing it up, the types of communication have been changing for ages. From
basic talking face to face and gesturing to writing professional letters and even to
communicate with the newest technology such as computers and telephones.

An average person from XXI century cannot live without this technology.

Michał Moszkowicz, class 6c,

Poland
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Was Communication Better in the Past?

In my opinion, it used to be better than today, why? 

It is because, in the past, less power was used and there were no phones, tablets,

components  and other  similar  electrical  devices,  and less  gas  and water  were  used.

Teenagers  were  also  more  well-mannered  and  had  more  culture  and  empathy  for

another human being. Children also invented various fun games and played together

outside. 

And nowadays… there are many pros and cons because of the phones, because

there are maps or gps in them, or various applications sometimes useful. And in the past

times there were more interesting old buildings and churches. 

I will tell it as I understand it. So this is how it goes: Nowadays, there are parties

and various things like that, and most of them still determine what is not fairly good for

some. This is  the end of my homework promises the next  time I will  write a better

homework and I will be more careful and listen to what you ask us.     

SANDRA  LYSKO  6A , Poland

Different cultures, different communication

Just  like  today  and  in  past  there  were  many  diferent  cultures.  They  had  diferent
traditions, languages, bahaviors as well as ways of communicating. Many customs with wich
we meet  on daily  basisc goes back hundreds of year. For example: World - famous football.
This popular game has its beginnings in 8th century in Britain. In Britain, the earliest football
matches were big kicking game. Often two villages had a match and everybody from each
village played. Today we use phones to communication with each other. In 2012 Poles sent an
average of 53 bilion SMS. Before the era of phones, people wrote letters to each other, which
sometimes reached the recipent after a few weeks. However, another culture is a diferent
way  of  communication. For  example,  Indians  used  fre  and  smoke  to  communicate. The
smoke could be seen from a distance, so the Indians could quickly alert someone about the
arrival of the enemy or other important matters

Oliwia Dominas, class 6c, Poland
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    Communication in antiquity

      Communication  is  the  exchange  of  information  and  discussion.
Communication  needs  at  least  two  people,  the  sender  and  the  consignee.  In
antiquity times people communicated in the forms of leters, which were supplied
by runners and pigeons. In the times of today we do it by phone, internet and social
media.

       In my opinion today communication is easy. Information is faster and easier
to reach to the consignee. You can contact the person who is even on the other side
of the world. Several or dozens of years ago to reach the recipient information took
longer and was more difficult, and sometimes it didn't arrive.

      I think we are beter than our ancestors because we got phones, computers,
tablets.  Nowadays,  there  are  some  types  of  communication,  for  example,  social
group... Before there was less.

Natalia Marcak, class 5, Poland

Differences between past and present communication

What did people do thousand years ago? And what are they do doing now? In my

humble opinion people didn't use computers but today people use computers and play

games too much. 

People used to ride on horses but today people drive cars. They didn't have TV and

radios  but  today  people  can  watch  TV  and  listen  to  the  radio  even  the  whole  day.

Moreover,  in  the past,   they didn't  use mobile  phones -   they  used birds  with letter

instead.  Today,  people  can send  e-mail,  cards,  talk  on  the  phones  and  chat  on  the

Internet. Thousands of years ago, they could write and draw pictures. They didn't build

houses and cities. They built small shetlers and villages. Now people live in big houses

and big cities. They have clothes made from animals skin. I think that life nowadays is

better then life 1000 years ago, but on the other hand they didn't  go to such a great

school.

Mateusz Zawodny, class 5, Poland
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COMMUNICATION

Communication is a skill  that is necessary in every part at  our lives that it’s absence or
misuse can lead to battles or conflicts. In my opinion communication is the common language of
the universe. In fact, it is not only the common language but also the eyes, ears, hands of us.

People  haven’t  gained  their  communication  skills  easily.  Let’s  look  at  its  history.
Communication was very difficult in the early ages. People were communicating with each other
only by shouting. As the ages progressed, new methods of communication began to emerge. Fire
and smoke have begun to be used to reach the distant news. People who realized that they couldn’t
do it made new discoveries. People started to convey what they wanted to say with the figures and
symbols they draw on flat floors. And then the letters and alphabets appeared. The printing press
also started to be used. Mail pigeons were also used. Inventions continued one after another. After
telegraph and computer, we reached smart phones. And now we can communicate with one touch.
I think this is a perfect progress, don’t you think like that?

Now I want to talk to you about a non-technological cultural element. I mean shaking hands.
This is a sign of peace. For example, in the 5 th century BC, two soldiers were shaking hands on a
Stone relief. These soldiers don’t have a gun, so they don’t intend to fight. So handshaking is a
very powerful and old communication method.

Let’s look at the animals after the humans. They can’t talk but they communicate better than
people. They use voice, gesture and fragrance in communication. For example, dogs make a pee to
show that a region is its own. And of course other dogs that smell the pee will stay away from that
area. And the cats know their young from their scent. In short, the communication of animals is
multi-dimensional and powerful.

I  want to tell  you how to make the right  communication.  We can start  by changing the
direction of communication. Imagine a dog that running angrily against us. When the dog comes
with an angry message towards us, if we whistle calmly, we will send a sincere message to the
dog. When we act like this, we will change the direction of communication in the correct way. If
we want to establish a correct and civilized communication, we must first listen to the person in
front of us. We need to give confidence to the other side when we communicate. And then we
must empathize. If we do not empathy, we cannot see from the point of view of the other person.
We must always be optimistic and tell the truth.

Communication isn’t a skill to be taken lightly. When communication is established, people
solve problems and come to the conclusion more quickly. It can be thought that nobody can live
without communication and the world may become uninhabitable. Communication ties both the
knots and the link between life and us. If we can use this bond well communication can turn into a
chain. If we cannot use this bond communication can turn into a hair strand.  If you want, you can
think about it…

Taha Yasin KAVAK, Turkey
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Students impressions from mobilities

Activities in Portugal

I'm  going  to  speak
about  my  impressions
from  the  mobility  in
Portugal,  as  part  of  the
project “Communication Is
the Key”. It was a beautiful
experience, I made friends
with the children from the
school  and  from  other
countries  in  the  project
and we did many activities
together.

On  the  first  day  we
had group activities that improved cooperation, on the second day we went to
Lisbon  and  talked  with  tourists,  on  the  third  day  we  had  activities  against

violence  in  school  and  on  the  fourth
day we went to the ocean which was
wonderful,  we  wanted  to  do  some
activities on the beach but it rained so
we came back to school in the sports
hall where we played team games, for
example we were four teams and the
teacher had a red scarf that we had to
take to our team.
We  stayed  in  a  hotel  that  was  very
beautiful and near the hotel there was
a river.
On the last day we met the authorities
in town and we visited some cultural
places  in  Portugal,  the  Pena  Palace

where we climbed in the towers until the rain started again and we went to the
train and the subway and then the bus, in the evening we arrived at the hotel.

To conclude, it is very beautiful in Portugal.

Oca Dumitru, 8th grade C, Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania
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What I Did in Portugal

In Portugal I visited the Atlantic Ocean but I didn't swim because the waves
were too huge and we went back to school where
we did group activities.

In  Portugal  I  visited the school  and it  was
beautiful,  big,  peaceful  and clean.  We stayed in
Benavente and the school was in Samora Correia.

On the first day we did team activities and in
the end we said our name, age and the country
and we made a big circle then we embraced one
another.

On the following days we also had activities
like team games.

On Friday we visited the Palace of  Pena in
Sintra and it was very very cold because
the castle  was  very high.  We climbed so
many stairs and when we went down we
took  a  three  wheel  vehicle.  That
experience was nice.

I  felt  very  good  in  Portugal.  At  the
departure  my  friend  started  to  cry
because  he  was  sad  to  leave.  I  liked
Portugal a lot.

Ichim Cristian, 8th grade C, 
Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania
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Endless friendship

The mobility to Portugal from 11.03.2018 to 17.03.2018 generated strong
friendships between me and the project group. These are friendships we won't
forget so easily.

The  activities  were
beautiful and interactive,

in such  a  way  that  they
made  us  communicate
within the group and the
results of the project are
seen  from  the  fact  that
now  I  communicate
more  and  I  am  more
friendly.

The family that hosted me during the entire week behaved extraordinarily
nice with me and did their best to make me comfortable.

My  final  impression  is  that
the  project  taught  me  to
communicate  more  with  other
people  and  it  was  an
unforgettable experience.

Ichim  Sebastian  Gabriel,
7th grade A, Scoala Profesionala
Holboca, Romania
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Great Memories in Portugal

I  was very excited before  leaving Turkey.  This  was  my first  time abroad
experience.  My  Portuguese  family  welcomed  me  very  warmly.  On  the  first
evening I had a good time with my friend and
her sister  in the home.  Monday morning we
went to the school. I got new friends in school.
We  played  fun  games  with  the  Portuguese
teachers  in  the  school  about  empathy  and
team communication.

We went to Lisbon on Tuesday. Teachers
prepared a game for us in the historical area.
We learned the historical areas by solving the
passwords with our team. We made fun and an
activity that strengthened communication with other friends.

On Wednesday we went to the school. Psychology teachers prepared us an
activity about bullying. We have answered some questions about bullying. Then
parents of our Portuguese friends prepared us regional dishes.

We  went  to  a  famous
beach  in  Portugal  on  a
Thursday.  We  ate  dinner  and
had  a  good  time  in  the  gym.
We played some team games.

On Friday we wrote about
what  the  Erasmus+  project
added  to  us  and  then  we
hugged  each  other.  I  miss
them  very  much  because
Iloved them very much.

Simge Can - Turkey
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Wonderful Experience

I  was  a  little  nervous and excited before leaving Turkey.  I'm leaving my
family  for  the first  time.  But  I  was relieved when I  met my Portuguese host
family. I liked them very much and I was very happy to share the same room with
my friend.

I was so curious about project activities. Monday morning we went to the
school. I liked school so much. We played games about team communication with

the Portuguese teachers in the school.  I
had a lot of fun and made many friends
from different countries.

We  were  got  up  early  on  Tuesday
and  had  breakfast  because  we  were
going  to  Lisbon.  There  were  many
beautiful places on the way.  We arrived
Lisbon. We separated into groups and we
had  fun  activities  in  historical  area  of
Belem.

On  Wednesday  we  went  back  to
school  early  and  spend  the  all  day  there.  We  responded  to  questions  about
bullying in a team and then we went to the dance show and a mini concert. I
liked so much to the dance show made by students.

We  visited  the  famous  beaches  on  Thursday  When  we  went  there,  the
weather was very windy and the sea
was very chilly. We walked along the
beach and it  was  so  beautiful.  Then
we  came  to  a  place  like  a  gym.  We
played very funny team games.

We  had  breakfast  on  Friday
morning and we went to  the school
and we told the Erasmus project. The
teachers  wanted  us  to  turn  off  the
lights and not talk. They made a short
speech  and  we  all  started  crying
because it was a farewell moment. We
were very close with the people we will never see again

I said goodbye to my host family on Saturday. I had to return to Turkey. I'm
sorry  that  I'm  leaving  them.  I  will  never  forget  them.  What  a  wonderful
experience I had in Portugal!

Lara Nur Üner - Turkey
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Communication in Portugal

I took part in the Erasmus project and got an incredible opportunity to spend a week in
Portugal. It was the best week of my life, because I got to see the beautiful nature of Portugal
and its amazing architecture, as well as meet new people and make new friends!

The first day of activities we spent at the school. We were introduced to the teachers as
well  as the other students!  The day was spent doing a lot  of  bonding exercises that were
meant to get us closer together with one another. They were really fun and interesting! We all
bonded over the fact that we wanted to be the first team to finish!

The second day was spent in Lisbon. We went to a very beautiful chariot museum. While
walking through it, you could imagine being in the time period that the chariots were made in.
After  that  we went  to  visit  an extraordinary piece  of  architecture  in  the  form of  another
museum. We also took part in “The Amazing Race”. We were divided into teams and had to
search for a lot of tourist attractions and monuments in Lisbon. It was a very unique way to
see the city!

The third day was spent at the school again. We went to look at the classrooms and how
the students in Lisbon learn. It was a very interesting and informative day, because we could
see how things happen in that exact school. Later all of us went to see a show that the students
had set up. We saw them dance and sing. In the evening we had a dinner at the school with all
the teachers, the students that were involved in the project, and their parents. It was a very
nice experience.

On the fourth day we went to the beach. For me, it was the first time I saw the ocean and
it was very beautiful. The experience was inspiring! Later we went to the sports hall and had
time for more activities. They were really fun and got us to bond even more!

The fifth day was very emotional. We did some more bonding exercises that were more
energy based. We got to spend some time talking to the people we had met and friends we had
made. In the evening most of the students went to a concert that the school had set up and it
was very creative and interesting.  By the end of the concert  the students  of  the Erasmus

program  all  said  goodbye  to  one
another and it was very emotional and
sad, but the teachers told us not to say
“good bye”, but “see you later” and that
made it a lot better!

In conclusion, I wanted to say that
this week has really been the best week
of my life, because I was able to see so
much more  of  the  world!  I  have seen
the  beautiful  country  that  is  Portugal
and really  experienced its  culture.  But
also I have met some people that I can
really call my new friends and hopefully
I will  have them for a long time. I  am

really honoured that I  got to be a part of this program and that I  got the chance to go to
Portugal. Thank you!

Anda Roģe,Grade 9, Targale primary school, Latvia
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Incredible Moments

The moment I crossed the border, I already knew it was going to be a great 
adventure.
Friendly people, delicious food, beautiful views - Could it be any better? Bacalhau 
has stolen my heart. I will recommend it to everyone who goes to Portugal. Apart 
from getting to know this country, Erasmus+ has given me a chance to meet new 
friends. The activities were creative and gave me a lot of fun. I was surprised that 
traditions of the European countries vary so much. I was impressed by architecture 
- I will never forget Mosteiro dos Jerónimos. It's difficult to describe how enchanted 
I was with Cascais beach.  
The trip was far beyond my expectations. I'm going to come back to those memories 
many times.
See you in Poland next year!

Paulina Oberska
Class 2 Junior High School

Poland
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My Visit to Portugal

This year in March I was in Portugal. It's a beautiful country where I met
interesting  people  and  spent
wonderful time.

I  stayed  in  a  superb  host
family. They were helpful and took
care of  me.  They made me feel  at
home.  I  will  never  forget  them  I
hope  to  keep  in  touch  with  my
friend.

The  visit  was  very  well
organized.  The  school  was  nice.  I

had opportunity to speak English with children from other countries. We had
many activities connected with communication, for example about bullying. All
of them were interesting.

We had great trips.
During  the  trip  to
Lisbon  we  visited  a
National Coach Museum
with  spectacular  old
coaches  and  impressive
Jeronimos  Monastery.
We  were  also  at  the
beautiful Cascais beach.

The atmosphere during the visit was marvelous. The students and teachers
were cheerful and happy to speak. I'm very happy that I was in Portugal and I
will keep in my heart very good memories. It was an unforgettable experience.

Oskar Czarnota, 4th grade student from Poland
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Together in Portugal

As part of the Erasmus + program "Communication is the Key" in March 2018,
together  with  three  friends and two teachers,  we went  to  Samora Correia near
Lisbon in Portugal.

We were there together with colleagues from Bulgaria, Spain, Latvia, Turkey,
Romania and Portugal.

At school all together we participated in several workshops during which we
performed many activities thanks to them we could get to know each other better,
and the same time we learned about Portugal's culture, history and geography.

It was funny and interesting. I learned a lot of new, interesting information.
During the stay I lived in a very nice Carolina’s family. I liked her at once. I

learned  from  her  a  lot  of  interesting  information  about  Portugal,  customs  and
culture.

Carolina's family took me to the biggest aquarium in Europe, and to the tourist
area of Lisbon. I was delighted and loved it. Although I was far away from home, I
felt very comfortable with them.

Portuguese dishes really appealed to me. We visited Lisbon and walked along
the Atlantic Ocean on the Cascais beach. I had a good time and met many great new
friends.

Portugal is a very interesting and beautiful country. I would like to go there
with my family one day.

Aleksandra Kaczmaryczyk, Poland
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My Trip to Portugal, Samora Correia

5 years ago Samora Correia was a country side but now it is a little town. It’s
just like a little paradise. So clean, quiet, beautiful…just AMAZING. I am in love
with this place.

People there are so positive, friendly, funny. You can make friendships with
them  so  easily.  They  don’t  use  so  much  make-up  and  don’t  dress  up  so
inappropriate because people don’t pay attention to your appearance. If you are
a nice person, they will like you.

I  was  so  surprised  by  our  families.  They  treated  us  as  we  were  their
children. We had a lot of fun with them and with the group from ‘’Erasmus +’’.

During the day we played a lot of games in the school and in Lisbon. After
the games we went together to the garden in Samora Correia and took a group
photos,  talked  and  played  together.  Then  we  went  to  the  malls  or  we  were
gathering in our house and played games together.

The  last  two  days  were  the  saddest.  We  realised  that  we  won’t  be  all
together again. We made real friendships and loved each other a lot. The last day
we promised that we will be strong and will do everything to meet each other
again.  We cried a  lot  but  now we keep in touch.  Some of  them will  come to
Bulgaria in June so I am extremely excited.

It’s amazing how you can make a real friendship so fast, just if you are a nice
person. Now when we think about our trip to Portugal we smile. We realised that
we can be so nice,  positive,  and friendly.  We can and we should be.  I  am so
thankful that I could be a part of this project and meet all of these people.

Teodora Koycheva
7th grade Yordan Yovkov School

Varna, Bulgaria
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My Erasmus+ In Portugal

I didn`t know what to expect from my first journey abroad.

But today going back to my memories I realize that my stay in Portugal during 
Erasmus+ exchange was like a fairy tale for me - every minute new experience, so 
many new friends who I miss today, shared moments, thousands of photos. I found 
out how beautiful Portuguese nature is. People in Samora Correia and especially my 
host family were so nice. The school also was different from ours. It was interesting 
for me to see another way of life. It wasn`t only Portuguese lifestyle. I learned a lot 
about life, culture and traditions of Turkey, Poland, Spain, Romania and Latvia. It 
was amazing. Everything was new for me and I enjoyed every minute. The activities 
from the project were fun for me - we all were different but we got on very well. I 
think it`s the language of friendship. From the project I learned that we shouldn’t 
judge people because they are different. The more intelligent you are, the more 
tolerant you will be to other people.

Alexandra Kyoseva, 7th grade Yordan Yovkov Primary School, Varna Bulgaria
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My Experience in Bulgaria

I  participated  in  the  second  mobility  from  the  Erasmus+  project
“Communication  Is  the  Key”.  In  Bulgaria  I  saw  many  beautiful  things,  polite
people, some of them could speak Romanian. We visited the school and did many
activities  about  communication.  I  became  friends  with  many  Bulgarian  boys
from the school. We learned about empathy, life in ancient times, communication
with  dolphins,  we  sang  together  and  played  many  group  games  while  we
improved our English.

I am very happy I participated. It was an unforgettable week.

Mihai Pascal, 5th grade, Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania
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Beautiful Bulgaria

Bulgaria! We can say that Bulgaria
and Romania are two similar countries,
starting  from  traditions,  customs  and
food  specialties.  I  visited  Bulgaria
during  the  blended  mobility  of  the
Erasmus+  project  “Communication  Is
the Key”.

The partner school from Bulgaria is
called Yordan Yovkov.  This school is in
the center of  Varna city.  This  city  was
very beautiful,  near the sea.  You could
feel the sea breeze, you could see ships
in the distance, transporting merchandise or people.

During  this  exchange  of
experience I visited for the first  time
the  Dolphinarium.  It  had  very  smart
dolphins  that  performed  an  amazing
show.

I  made  many  new  friends  from
Spain,  Poland,  Turkey,  Portugal  and
especially from Bulgaria. Some people
could speak a little Romanian.

Bulgaria is and will continue to be
a  beautiful  country.  I  will  miss  you,
dear Bulgaria!

Andrei Bamboi, 5th grade, Scoala
Profesionala Holboca, Romania
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Bulgaria

In this composition I will speak to you about Bulgaria and I will describe the

activities that I did here with the project: Communication is The Key. In the first

day we were learning about the Bulgarian culture and we got to know each other.

Well that was one of my favorite days, because here I met lots of kids that are still

my friends. 

The  activities  finished  and  we  went  to  the  beach.  The  beach  was  very

beautiful. The water of The Black Sea was like a glowing diamond. In the second

day  we  were  doing  activities  about  the  education  and  we  were  doing  sports

activities.  At the end of  the day I  was happy because I  was having some new

friends. The third day started and I was happier because I was feeling that this day

will be special. It was a special one but not in a way I expected.  So we went to a

museum were we see some ancient artifacts. The one who attracted me the most

was a sword. After that we went to the Varna Dolphinarium. There I was selected

to swim with the dolphins but I was too

afraid to do it. But in the end all was good

because a woman was selected instead of

me. At the beginning of the fourth day we

went  to  the  Bulgarian  School.  We  were

called  to  go in  the  classrooms.  Here  we

had  an  individual  competition  about  the

Bulgarian  culture.  After  that  we  made  a

picture about  ,, What means to you Communication Is The Key?’’ . We made the

Earth surrounded by some humans. 

On the last day we said goodbye to each other. I learned from Bulgaria that

communication is important because it keeps your brain healthy.

Munteanu Bogdan, 6th grade, Romania
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A Great Week

On 05.06 we flew to Bulgaria from the Erasmus + project, when we were
leaving the plane I saw that the weather is great and the atmosphere is nice. 

When I came to my host family I already knew it would be great. Evening
shopping trips, to the beach or early school trips, I will never forget it.

For  breakfast  always  delicious  and  fresh  bread  and  dinner  always
something  regional,  whether  it's  a  moussaka  or  kavarma,  everything  was
exquisite.

I met many new friends and, above all, I learned to speak English better.

It was a great week spent, both with my friends and teachers and I would
gladly go there again.

It is a pity that I have already left Krystian, his parents and 6 dogs, but I
hope that we will meet in a year ... in Poland 

Jan Czech, 7 grade, Poland
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Activities in Bulgaria

This year in June I was in Varna in Bulgaria my first time from Erasmus+
project “Communication is the key” with my two friends and two teachers. We
were together with colleagues from Bulgaria, Spain, Latvia, Turkey, Romania and
Portugal.

During the stay I lived in a nice Ivana’s family. I learnt from her a lot  of
information about Bulgaria, she took me to different places. People there were
very nice and positive, I like everyone I met. It was only week but we were very
friendly.  Every day we had fine activities e.g we drew our feelings,  we wrote
friend’s name on a balloon with helium, we learnt a Bulgarian folk dance , we did
everything together, it was very funny.

We were in different places at trips
e.g  we  were  in  Dolphinarium,
Ecopark,  Archaeological  Museum.
Food  in  Bulgaria  is  good  and
similar to Polish, we got Bulgarian’s
food to eat every day. Varna is very
beautiful.

Wiktoria Michalak, 7 grade,
Poland
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Visit in Bulgaria

On June me and my friends with  teachers were in Bulgaria.  We were in
Varna for Erasmus project.  This was very exciting time for me. I  met a lot  of
international friends. I saw shocking differences between other countries and a

lot  of  similarities.
Varna  is  the
location  from  my
dreams,  bacause
this  is  the  town
with  a  lot  of
culture places and
of  course  by  the
sea…

The  best
place in Varna for
me  was
‘Dolphinarium’.

The dolphin show was really as from the movie!

In turn the funniest activity for me was traditional Bulgarian dance lesson. I
learned a lot of interesting things about Bulgaria.

The  most  important  for  me  was
conversation with the students. A lot of trip
was  funny,  because  we  talked  about  our
countries and we spoke hard sentences in

our languages. I lived in a great Denitsa’s family.
They showed me Varna and they spoke about
Varna’s  history.  I  have  got  beautiful
memories from this travel. I can recommend
Bulgaria for everyone! See you in Poland!

Emilia Dworak, 7 grade, Poland
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Incredible week in Bulgaria

My five days in Bulgaria were incredible. First, I felt that I grew very much on the level of
maturity  and  even  as  a  person.  I
learned to respect  others more with
their differences. To live a week with a
family  that  isn’t  ours,  in  a  foreign
place is the same kind of challenge. I
felt  that  Bulgaria,  as  Portugal,  has
some  economic  and  financial
problems,  I  saw that  in  school  or  in
the streets. The culture, language, way
of life and the gastronomy is radically
different from ours.  To conclude,  my
experience  with  the  two  wonderful

teachers  who  accompanied  me  with  my  Portuguese  colleague  and  with  all  the  Bulgarian
students and teachers was fantastic.

Thank you all especially to the family who had to care of me.
 Rui Viegas, Portugal

Bulgaria

When I was told that I had been chosen to go to Bulgaria I was super
happy. I had already received a student from Bulgaria and I was so lucky
that I had opportunity to stay at her home when I went to there. I loved all
the  experience  they  provided,  school,  families  and  pupils.  I  loved  the
country,  the  culture,  the
language,  the  population.
What  I  least  liked  was  the
food itself but that was over.
But  I  liked  the  beach,  the
day  at  park  but  the  most
important were the friends
that  I  had  made.  In  the

future I will always remember this week and if I
have another opportunity to go to there I will go.

I want to thank the school and especially
to Aleksandra and her family who made me happy for a week.

Thank you all.
I loved Bulgaria.

 Mariana Claudino, Portugal
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Unforgettable Week in Varna

Firstly , I started the journey by bus from Küçükkuyu to Istanbul. We got on the plane to
get to Bulgaria . I was so excited. We came to
Bulgaria and went to the hotel. Then we went
to  our  Bulgarian host  family  in  the morning.
They were all very smiling and we went out. I
love all  of  you.  They welcomed us very well.
We went to the school in the morning. There
were meeting activities in the school . We met
other students. The first day we couldn’t go to
the  Sea  Garden  because  it  was  rain.  We  did
some different activities in the school.

We went to the home in the evening. We
ate  dinner  and  talked  with  the  family.  Next

morning we wrote words that  hurt,  played the feeling drawing on the card and made gift
packages with tied hands. it was a little difficult. We ate lunch . We went to the Archaeological
Museum.  This  has  increased  our  communication.
As for the school, we learned about Bulgarian folk
dances.

Next morning we talked about dolphins, after
we went to the Dolphinarium. Later, we went to the
Sea Garden and drawing with colour chalk on the
ground.

Next day we went to the Ecopark in Varna.
We  played  the  team  games  and  we  discovered
different  trees  and  plants.  We  rode  a  horse.  We
chatted with our friend while they were waiting. It
was very  enjoyable.  Then we went to the  Aladja
Monastery.  It  was  interesting.  We  were  so  tired
when we got home. We ate dinner, had a rest and talked about Çanakkale with family.

The  last  day  we  talked  about  internet
security at school. Then we wrote the name of
our friend over there on a balloon. We threw
our balloons in the school garden together. We
ate lunch. Our documents were given, goodbye
to our friends and we were photographed . We
went out with my family after the school.  We
made bags with my friends. I will not forget this
full  week.  We  have  increased  our
communication and we had a lot of fun. Also I
learned  different  cultures  and  made  new

friends.
 İrem Yüksel-Turkey
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An Excellent Week in Bulgaria

We  went  to  school  on  Monday.
Students  came  from other  countries
in  this  project.  First  of  all,  teachers
gave  a  speech.  Later,  we  watched
Bulgaria folk dance. We talked about
communication. Later after lunch, we
did  other  activities  about
communication.  For  example,  we
painted  how  we  felt  with  a  face
expression  and  pasted  them  on
cartons.

Tuesday's  activities were focused on
our feelings. We went to archaeology museum. I think that the museum was very informative.
Then we went to school  again.  We learned the traditional  dances of  Bulgaria.  İt  was very
enjoyable.
We talked about communication with animals on Wednesday. Later, we described ourself in 5
words.  We  went  to  dolphinarium.  Dolphins  were  very
cute.  We  went  to  Sea  Garden.  We drew picture  on  the
asphalt with color chalks in Sea Garden.
We went to ecopark on Thursday. Officers introduced us
to the trees. Later, we rode a horse. We played team games
and  draw  a  group  image  then  we  went  to  Aladja
Monastery. It was a bit unusual for me. We played a game
in the Monastery garden.  The leader was making some

moves and everyone was repeating this
moves. The chosen one tried to find the
leader. After this game we came back.

Friday  was  the  last  day  so  a  bit
emotional.  We  spoke  about  safetly  on
the  ınternet.  Later,  we  wrote  our
friends' names on a balloon with helium
and  we  left  it  to  the  sky.  After  lunch,
everybody  said  goodbye  and  took

photos. It was an excellent week for me.

Sıla Yılmaz-Turkey
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Communication Is the Key in Bulgaria

J. Garrido, Catalonia, Spain
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My Experience in Bulgaria with Erasmus+

Hello, I’m Adrián from Catalonia and I went to Varna (Bulgaria).
THE SCHOOL
The school is very different because they evaluate from 2 to 6.
When the teacher entries in the class all the students get up and the teacher

says something (I don’t know what), the students answer and sit down on their
chairs. And then the teacher sits down too. At the break time the teachers give
sandwiches to the students everyday.

TRADITIONAL DANCES
I still remember the traditional dances: I even could dance it! I found also

the dance costumes very funny.
TRADITIONAL FOOD
I liked most of the traditional food, it was very good although they ate a lot

of cucumber.
FRIENDS
In Bulgaria I met a lot of new friends from different countries. All of them

very nice persons. We spoke in English all the time and we had lots of fun.
MY OPINION OF ERASMUS+
I was very satisfied with Erasmus because it has been a great experience to

me:  I  learnt  more  English,  I  met  a  lot  of  new  friends,  I  learnt
traditional Bulgarian dances,  I  tasted  traditional  food  of  the  country  and  I
travelled  abroad  for  the  first  time  without  my  parents  and  staying  with  an
unknown but very nice family.

I REALLY RECOMMEND THIS EXPERIENCE 

Adrian Arenas, Catalonia, Spain
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Erasmus+ in Bulgaria

My experience started on June 3 at 8 o’clock, on the way to the airport to take

the first travel. After many hours we arrived in Bulgaria, at that time I was very tired.

The first day after breakfast we went to the school and they had some shows

such as a very good singers or the typical dance… In the afternoon we visited the big

supermarket, I think that is the best. We went shopping and then we had a dinner.

In the morning always in the school knowing better to our friends and in the

afternoons we had time to visited places around Bulgaria.

It was the best experience in the world since I met a lot of new friends and a new

country and traditions. And the most important thing is that with the family I was it

was the best.

Júlia Domenech, Spain
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PROJECT IMPACT AFTER THE FIRST YEAR OF IMPLEMENTATION
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PROJECT IMPACT - MIDDLE QUESTIONNAIRE

60 students from 7 countries who participated in mobilities and project 

activities answered the middle questionnaire.

Conclusion from the answers about project impact:

- Improved communication in English: very much 48%, medium 41%

- Improved communication and expression skills: very much 54%, 

medium 41%

- Improved connections / friendships: very much 55%, medium 40%

- Improved opinion about education: very much 62%, medium 38%

- Improved quality of life: very much 80%, medium 20%
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